
PROVINCIAL TICKET RESOLUTIONS 
    398 Somerside Park SW 
 Calgary, AB T2Y 3G7 
 ptresolutions@shaw.ca  
 Ph. 587-216-1532  
  

  Veteran owned and fully supported.

 

 

AGREEMENT FOR REPRESENTATION: 

This Agreement for Representation (“the Contract”) serves to confirm that:  

NAME:  ______________________________________________________________ 

CONTACT PHONE #:    ___________________________________________________ 

Has voluntarily hired Provincial Ticket Resolutions (“PTR”) for the purpose of representation within the provinces of:  British 

Columbia, Alberta, Saskatchewan, and Manitoba  

SERVICE FEES - INCLUDE: 

- Acceptance of File 

- Filing Dispute 

- Obtain Disclosure & Review 

- Investigation 

- Representation in Court on all Appearances (excludes Trial) 

- Negotiate with Crown/Officer for Possible Early Resolutions 

- Administration fees 

SERVICE FEES on the above noted matter(s) DOES NOT INCLUDE: 

- Violation penalties/fines (monies) 

- Trial Costs 

All fees are non-refundable and any fines and/or penalties that may be imposed by a Court/Justice of the Peace/Provincial 

Court Judge are the client’s responsibility and are NOT included in the fees for service. PTR are professional agents as 

contemplated under the Provincial Offenses Procedure Act of Alberta. PTR agents are NOT lawyers and are NOT regulated 

by the Law Society of Alberta. PTR Agents DO NOT guarantee the outcome of any Court proceedings. 

By signing this Contract, you hereby authorize PTR and/or its Agents to request disclosure, enter a plea on your behalf, in 

your absence and based upon your instructions, which may be provided either verbally or in writing. 

You understand that it is your obligation to keep in regular contact with PTR Corporation. In the event of any changes to 

your contact information, you must contact PTR immediately. This includes but is not limited to phone numbers, addresses, 

and email address so that PTR can communicate effectively with you throughout the term of the representation. If PTR is 

unable to contact you and reasonable attempts have been made, PTR may cease to represent you. If PTR goes off record, a 

warrant for your arrest or a conviction in absence may occur, which will be to your sole detriment and without any liability 

to PTR Corporation, its agents, or associates.  

CLIENT to include - TICKET #’S and/or CHARGES & INSTRUCTIONS: 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Signed and agreed to on:   ___________________, 20____. 

X____________________________    

Client Signature  

mailto:ptresolutions@shaw.ca

